
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

Call for Participation in the “17th Japan TRIZ Symposium 2021”
2021.6.17.

Chairperson, Japan TRIZ Symposium

Now, both individuals and companies are in a very unstable situation in the future, due to a

catastrophe called the new coronavirus infection (COVIT19).

It is necessary that we  create our future  less subject to the economic environment. To that

end, it is vital to develop epoch-making commoditi

The Japan TRIZ Society, NPO, is going to hold  “the 17th Japan TRIZ Symposium 2021” in

order to widely present, discuss and communicate about the creative technical innovation method

“TRIZ.” 

Since “TRIZ” was introduced to Japan in 1996 as a philosophy, methodology and knowledge

engineering tool which strongly supports the technical  innovation in the industry field,  many

application cases and researches were introduced, and this symposium has been held every year

so far, 15 times in total. 

It is packed with the most useful information for developing innovative things, technologies and

systems. Please apply for participation.

We are looking forward to the participation of many people. 

For participation, please apply from: 

http://www.triz-japan.org/symposium_top-e.html

http://www.triz-japan.org/symposium_top-e.html


******************************************************************

★ Outline of the 17 th Japan TRIZ symposium 2021　★

******************************************************************

◆Held by: Japan TRIZ Society, NPO (JTS)

◆The main theme : " Turn Pinch to Chance with TRIZ! "

◆Date: September 2nd (Thursday) through 3th (Friday), 2021 (2 days)

◆Location: Online with Zoom

　　　　　　We will do it online to prevent the new coronavirus infection (COVIT19).

◆Programs

・The 1st day will 

■a special lecture by Dr. Koichi Sumikura (Professor of National Graduate Institute for

Policy Studies)

　　　　　　　“Open innovation by academia-industry cooperation”　

■general presentation (10 oral presentations)

■Exchange meeting（Online）

・The 2nd day will 

■a keynote lecture by Isak Bukhman（TRIZ Master: TRIZ Solutions LLC (USA))

“Trend of TRIZ Application in Industries in the World

■general presentation (８ oral presentations)

Entry fee： 

　　Japan TRIZ Society Member: 13,800 Japanese yen (Early discount (due Jul.16))

(Including annual membership fee)

　　Non-member             : 17,500 Japanese yen (Early discount (due Jul.16))

    Student　　             :  3,000 Japanese yen

★Participation application: 

Please apply by e-mail using the application form posted on the association website.

   　 Email: 17_sympo@triz-japan.org

    　Early application deadline: July 16th (Friday) Application deadline: August 19th (Thursday)

The application form is as follows

http://www.triz-japan.org/symposium_top-e.html


